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Abstract. New second-order accurate finite difference approximations for a class of

nonlinear PDE's of mixed type, which includes the 2D Low Frequency Transonic Small

Disturbance equation (TSD) and the 2D Full Potential equation (FP), are presented.

For the TSD equation, the scheme is implemented via a time splitting algorithm; the

inclusion of flux limiters keeps the total variation nonincreasing and eliminates spurious

oscillations near shocks. Global Linear Stability, Total Variation Diminishing and En-

tropy Stability results are proven. Numerical results for the flow over a thin airfoil are

presented. Current techniques used to solve the TSD equation may easily be extended

to second-order accuracy by this method.

For the FP equation, the new scheme requires no subsonic/supersonic switching and

no numerical flux biasing. Global Linear Stability for all values of the Mach number is

proven.

Introduction. Recently, a number of new shock-capturing finite difference ap-

proximations for solving scalar conservation law nonlinear partial differential equa-

tions in several space dimensions have been constructed and applied to solve numer-

ically the equations of inviscid compressible flows of aerodynamics. Those partial

differential equations are, in the time-independent (steady) case, of mixed type,

i.e., their type changes from elliptic to hyperbolic as the flow regime changes from

subsonic to supersonic and vice versa.

In this paper, we present some new shock-capturing finite difference approxi-

mations for solving scalar conservation laws. Our new schemes have the following

properties:

(i) second-order accuracy throughout the computational domain;

(ii) global linear stability in all elliptic and all hyperbolic regions;

(iii) sharp steady discrete shock solutions;

(iv) total variation nonincreasing property of the approximate solutions;

(v) entropy stability, at least in some cases, i.e., the approximate solutions satisfy

a discrete entropy condition consistent with the differential entropy condition of
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the PDE; this property ensures that the approximate solutions are admissible on

physical grounds.

A model 2D conservation law equation is constructed and a finite difference ap-

proximation scheme is proposed for this model equation. The above properties are

proven for this scheme. This model can serve to represent and solve numerically two

commonly used equations for simulating inviscid, isentropic potential flow problems

at transonic speeds: the Transonic Small Disturbance (TSD) equation and the Full

Potential (FP) equation. The new schemes are studied first in their semidiscrete

(method of lines) version. A new Alternate Direction Implicit (ADI)-like time dis-

cretization is also presented for the particular application to the low-frequency,

unsteady, two-dimensional TSD equation.

In [2], [19], [18], [14] and [3], a number of shock-capturing finite difference ap-

proximations for solving the TSD and the FP equations have been proposed. These

schemes satisfy properties (iii) and (v), and with the inclusion of flux limiters, prop-

erty (iv) as well. Properties (i) and (ii) are usually satisfied in all elliptic regions;

in hyperbolic regions, only first-order accuracy is attained and the linear stabil-

ity of the method is typically limited to values of the Mach number in [0, Mc],

where Mc is large enough to include the transonic regime. These schemes have a

four-point bandwidth and are type-dependent, i.e., they use different formulas for

the difference approximations in the elliptic and the hyperbolic regions. They use

central differencing in the elliptic regions and upwind differencing in the hyperbolic

regions. The upwinding is designed to take into account the correct region of influ-

ence and to keep the shock front sharper. For the TSD equation, since the flow is

quasi-unidirectional, the upwinding is performed in that direction [3]. For the FP

equation, the upwinding can be performed separately for the ^-dependent term and

the ^-dependent term. This approach was labeled directional flux biasing in [14].

Recently, this approach was refined by introducing the method of streamwise flux

biasing (see [17]) in which the upwinding is performed in a direction close to that

of the actual flow. Unfortunately, the method hence obtained is only first-order

accurate (see [11, Section 8] for a review of the schemes based on this method).

Our new method does not use flux biasing, but a special kind of upwinding

uniformly in all regions. The resulting stencil, the same in all regions, is of 7-point

bandwidth, with 4 points upwind and 2 points downwind.

The format of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we introduce our new

second-order accurate numerical schemes for a class of 2D conservation law non-

linear PDE's, which includes the TSD equation and the FP equation. We prove

a convergence result à la Lax-Wendroff. In Section 2 we prove the linear stability

of these schemes for the most commonly used numerical fluxes for the TSD equa-

tion and the FP equation. In Section 3 we present an extended version of these

schemes which makes use of flux limiters to keep the total variation nonincreasing.

In Section 4 we prove a discrete entropy inequality satisfied by our finite difference

approximation in the case of the low-frequency, unsteady TSD equation, and we

show that this inequality is consistent with the differential entropy inequality of

the problem. In Section 5 we describe a time-splitting algorithm for solving the

unsteady TSD equation.
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I. New Second-Order Accurate Schemes for 2D Scalar Conservation

Laws. In this section, we introduce our model equation and our new schemes for

two-dimensional, nonlinear, scalar conservation law PDE's [12], and we present a

convergence theorem à la Lax-Wendroff.

II. Model Equation. We consider the following 2D model scalar conservation

law:

dtF0(V$) + V • F(V<t>) = 0, (MODEL)

where F0 and F are smooth functions of their arguments and V = [dx, dy]T, to be

solved for (x,y) 6 f2, with Q a region of R2, and for t > 0, together with:

(i) some initial conditions: $(x,y,Q) = $o(x,y) for (x,y) G Q, where $0 is

assumed to be such that V$0 <E L1^) D L°°(Q) f) BV(Q), and

(ii) some boundary conditions on dQ.

This model initial-boundary value problem includes the following two problems for

the isentropic flow over an airfoil at transonic speeds (for the derivation of these two

problems from the basic conservation equations of fluid dynamics, see [11, Section

1]):

1.1.1. Example 1. Transonic Small Disturbance Equation. Choosing:

Fo(V$) = 2kdx$,    F(V$) = [/(d**), -dy*]T,    f(u) = li-!-u2 - Ku,

where1 K — (1 - M¿,)/[M¿>¿]2/3, and fi is the domain shown in Figure 1, yields

the TSD equation

2kdtdx$ + dxf(dx$) - âyâysT> = 0. (TSD)

The boundary conditions are:

(i) the tangential velocity condition on the airfoil: dy$\dna=dxh+62/3Mœ2^dth,

where fia is the slit2 {(x,y) ef2|y = 0,0<a;<l} and

(ii) some computational farfield boundary conditions on dQ\fia, typically a com-

bination of Dirichlet and Neuman boundary conditions.

I-XI

-fk

Í_I
FIGURE  1

Computational domain for the TSD equation

1K is the transonic similarity parameter; Moo is the freestream Mach number, and 6 < 1 is

the airfoil thickness ratio.

2y = ±64,3M0¿   max[0,h(x, t)],0 < i < 1, describes the shape of the airfoil in similarity

variables.
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1.1.2. Example 2. Full Potential Equation. Choosing F0(V$) = p(|V$|),

F(V^) = p(|V$|)V$, where p(q) = [1 - ^Ml(q2 - 1)JV(-»-*), and (I is the
domain shown in Figure 2, yields the FP equation

¿V(|V$|) + V • [p(|V$|)V$] = 0. (FP)

The boundary conditions are:

(i) the tangential velocity condition on the airfoil Qa (no boundary layer effects):

dy$/dx$\dQa =6dH/dx, where düa = {(x,y) G il | y = ±6max[0,H(x,t)]}, and

(ii) some computational farfield boundary conditions on dQ\Qa, typically a com-

bination of Dirichlet and Neuman boundary conditions.

Figure 2
Computational domain for the FP equation

1.2. Semidiscrete Finite Difference Approximations. We now consider a semidis-

crete, method of lines approximation to the model equation (MODEL). We subdi-

vide the region f2 (assumed to be the rectangle [a, b] x [c, d] for simplicity) into cells

of the form

Wjfc = {(x,y) G fi | Zj-i/2 < x < xJ + i/2,yk_i/2 < y < yk+i/2),

where a < ■■■ < x}_i/2 < xJ+1/2 < ■ • • < 6, c < < yk-1/2 < yk+i/2 < ■ ■ < d.

Let (xj,yk) denote the center of the cell u>jk. Set Axj = Xj+1/2 — Zj-i/2, Ayk =

Vk+i/2 - yk-1/2 and Ax = max., Axj, Ay = maxfc Ayk. For each í > 0, define the

step function $A(x,y, t) = $jk(t), for (x,y) G u>jk. The initial data is discretized

via í>jfc(0) = TA$o(x,y) for (x,y) G Ujk, where the space-averaging operator TA

is defined by

TA*(x,y,-) = ——,--f    9(z,y,)dwjk = yl/jk(-)    for (x,y) G ujk.
meas^Wjfcj yUj.t

At grid point (x3,yk), we approximate

' $ ~ <¡>jk,

,   F0(V$) ~ F0{L-*jk),

, V   F(V*) ~ L_   H{L.*jk, L+$jk).
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A method of lines, conservation law discretization of the initial-boundary value

problem (MODEL) -(-initial conditions is:

, wmL^o +1. ■ «L.«, i.*„) - o, (M0DEIrfcheme)
\*,«(o) = ra*o(i,ï).

In the above, L± are difference operators which approximate V with second-order

accuracy (examples of such difference operators follow), i.e., for any step function

tyjk, we have

|£±*jfc - V9(Xj,yk)\ = 0(Ax2) + 0(Ay2)    for all j, k,

and the numerical flux H is assumed to satisfy the following consistency condition:

H(q,q)=F(q).

For any step function 9jk, we define the following discrete operators:

SgVjk = *J±i,fc,        Sl*jk = *j,fe±i,

A| = T[/ - S|],        A^ = T[/ - Si),

D| = ài/ùlxj,        Dl = A*±/A^fc,

Z?g = (S? - Ä)/(S? - Sl)Xj,        Dl = (S\ - Sy_)/(Sy+ - Sl)yk,
LX±=DX± + Sl(Dx - Dx±),        Ly±=Dy± + Sy±(Dy0 - Dy±).

In the case of a uniform mesh (Ax} = Ax, Ayk = Ay), the difference operators

L± and L\ take the simpler form

Lx± = Dx±(l^\A\)    and   L\ = D\(It\A\).

THEOREM l. I. Let 9 be a smooth function defined on Q and let \V]k be the

step function \VA(x,y). Then the above difference operators satisfy the following

accuracy properties:

(i) Lx±*]k = dx9(x],yk)+0(Ax2), Ly±*]k = dy*(x],yk) + 0(Ay2);

(ii) Dy_Dv+9jk = dydy^l(x],yk)+0(Ay2).

Proof. The proof of this theorem follows directly from the definition of Lx±, D\

and a Taylor series expansion.    D

LEMMA 1.2. Let D± denote either D± or D\, S± denote either S± or S±,

and L± denote either L\ or L\.

For any step functions 9jk and \P'fc, the following "product rule" identities hold:

(i) *jkD±Vjk + (S±9'jk)(D±9jk) = D±(9jkyJ/'jk);

(ii)  {S±9jk){D09'jk) + {S=9'jk){D09jk) = D0{9jk9'jk);

(iii)  V]kD+D-V]k - 9'jkD+D-9jk = D+[*jkD-*'jk - V'jkD-9jk};

(iv)  {S+S+9jk)L.9'jk  +  {SS.9'jk)L+9jk     =     D0[{S+9jk){S.9'jk)]  +

{S+S+9jk)A-D-9'jk - (S-S-Vjk)A+D+9jk.

Proof. The above identities can be verified by inspection.    D
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1.2.1. Example 1. Transonic Small Disturbance Equation. A second-order accu-

rate method of lines finite difference approximation to the TSD equation is obtained

by the choice of

L± = \Lx±,Dy±]T,    H(q-,q+) = [h(u-,u+),-v+]T,    where q± = [u±,v±]T.

THEOREM 1.3.   Suppose that $jk(t) is determined by

i ««•»+itmn^nw - didx^=o,      SD
l *jt(0) = 7-A#o(l,9),

where h is a numerical flux satisfying the consistency condition h(u,u) = f(u).

Suppose that $jk, £±$jfc and D±$jk converge boundedly a.e. as Ax, Ay —» 0+ to

$, dx<b and dy$, respectively. Then $ is a weak solution3 of

(    2kdtdX* + dXf(dX^>)   -  dydy*   =   0,

1 $(x,y,0) = $o(x,y).

Proof (à la Lax-Wendroff [9]). Let »eCfilx [0,7*]) be a test function. Set

9jk(-) = TA9(x,y, ■). Since 9 has compact support, we have

J2 Ax.DoKS^,,) ■ Sl{dt*jk + h{L**ih,L%*ik))] = 0.
i

For any Qjk, in particular for Qjk = dt$jk and Qjk = /i(Lf.$,-fc,LfJ.$jfc), we have

£(A*y)(^Qifc)(A*D* »ifc) = O(Ax).
3

Since 9 has compact support, we have

J2(&yk)Dy+[*jkDy_*jk - 9jkDy_*jk] = 0.
k

Multiply (TSD-scheme) by SxSx9jk(t)AxjAyk, sum over j, k and integrate over

[0, oo) with respect to t.

Using integration by parts (with respect to f), summation by parts (via the

properties of Lemma 1.2) and the above observations, we obtain

53 AiiAyfc(2fcS*S**J-t(0) • Lx+9jk{0)

+ f°° dt[2k{SxSl*jk){Lx+dt9jk)
Jo

-(SlSlh(Ll$jk,Lx+*jk))(L*+SlS19jk)

-QjkDv+Dv_S*.S19jk)) = 0.

Taking the limit as Ax, Ay —» 0+, using the consistency condition and Theorem

1.1, and applying the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, we obtain

ÍÍ du (2k$0dx9{0) + Í    dt [2kyf>dtdxW - f(dx$)dx* - *dydy9]\ = 0,

i.e., $ is a weak solution of (TSD).    G

3For a review of the theory of weak solutions, see appendix A in [11].
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1.2.2. Example 2. Full Potential Equation. A second-order accurate method of

lines finite difference approximation to the TSD equation is obtained by the choice

of

L±(-) = [{Lx±(-)}+ - {L|(.)}-, {^±(-)}+ - {LyT(-)}-]T

and

H(q*-,q+) = p(W-\)?+,

where, for any real number x, we set x^ = |(x ± |x|).

THEOREM 1.4.   Suppose that ^3k(t) is determined by

( dtP{\Z-*jk\) +1- ■ [p(|£_*ifc|)£+*ifc] = o, sc
\$jk(0)=TA$o(x,y). (    "SC eme'

Suppose that $jk, L±$jk and Ly±$jk converge boundedly a.e. as Ax, Ay —* 0+ to

$, dx$ and dy\t, respectively.4 Then $ is a weak solution of

|M|v*|)+v-Mv*|)vi]=0, p

Proof (à la Lax-Wendroff). We look only at the case dx<b, dy$ > 0; the other

cases are treated in a similar fashion. Let 9 G Co°(fi x [0, T]) be a test function.

Set 9jk(-) = TA*(x, y, ■) and pjk = p(\L-$jk\). Since 9 has compact support, we

have

¿2(&zi)D5[(Sl(PikL%*ikMSlSlS19ik)] = 0,
3

J2(^yk)Dyo[(Sl(pjkLy+^jk))(Sy_Sy_Sy_9jk)] = 0.
k

Multiply (FP-scheme) by 9jk(t)AxjAyk, sum over j,k and integrate over [0,oo)

with respect to t. Using integration by parts (with respect to t), summation by

parts (via the properties of Lemma 1.2) and the above observations, we obtain

V AXjAyk (pjk(0)*jk(0) + I    dt[pjkdtVjk
3,k V J°

+([Sx_Sx_(p3kLx+*]k)]Lx+SxSx9]k)

+ ([SiSi(pjkL+*jk)]L+ S?Si»ifc)l) = 0.

Taking the limit as Ax, Ay —» 0+, using the consistency condition and Theorem

1.1, and applying the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, we obtain

II du U(|V$o|)*(0) + /    di[p(|V$|)V$ • V*] J = 0,

i.e., $ is a weak solution of (FP).    G

4That is, L±$jk —* V$ boundedly a.e. as Ax, Ay —» 0+.
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2. Linear Stability Analysis. In this section, we derive a necessary and

sufficient condition for the finite difference method (MODEL-scheme) of Section 1

to be linearly stable. For the sake of simplicity, a uniform mesh of cell size Ax x Ay

is assumed. All the results of this section also hold if a variable mesh is assumed.

2.1. Necessary and Sufficient Condition for Linear Stability.

LEMMA 2.1. Assume that the (consistent) numerical flux H in (MODEL-

scheme) is differentiate. Apply the method (MODEL-scheme) to

$3k(t) = (jAx,kAy) -q + e<t>jk(t),

e small, where q = [u,v]T is a constant state.   Set q = \q\.   Then the linearized

method of lines corresponding to (MODEL-scheme) is given by

dF°(^      T       d A.

-bW{q]L-Jt^k

+ L- jzr(q,q) • L-<f>jk + Q~-(q,q) • L+4>jk = 0,

(linearized-MODEL-scheme)

where ■ denotes the vector dot product and • denotes the matrix-vector multiplica-

tion.

Proof. The linearized finite difference method is obtained using the following

equations:

L-Sjfc = q + eL-(f>jk,

dFo,
F0{L-*ik) = Fo(q) + ^(q) ■ £-<t>3k + 0(e2),

jtF0{Í-*jk) = ed-^(q) ■ L-4>jk + 0(e2),

Hjk = H(q,q)+s

L— ■ Hjk = sL—

dH^^     f dH,~-.y     7
— (q,q)»L-(j>jk-\- —{q,q)»L+<f)jk

dH,~-y      ? dH,~^      ?
— (q,q) • L_0jfc + g~-(q,q) • L+4>jk

+ 0(s2),

+ 0(e2).    a

THEOREM 2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for the method (linearized-

MODEL-scheme) to be stable is that the operator d/dt satisfies the inequality

Re -¡¡¡i ¡s 0, where ~ denotes the Fourier transform and -j^ is given by

<2"    fmLs+¿- —-(q,q)»L- + -—-(q,q)»L+
dq- dq+

= 0.

For our two generic examples, we prove below that the linearized methods corre-

sponding to (TSD-scheme) and (FP-scheme) satisfy the condition of Theorem 2.2.

We need first the following lemma.
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LEMMA 2.3. The first-order accurate difference operators Dy± and the second-

order accurate difference operators L\ and L\ defined in Section 1 satisfy the

following equations:

(i) «+ùl = -(¥-Y;
2

Äy7  ;
2s

-.^-{T2s3 + ic(l + 2s2)], ^ = ^[T2<73+n(l + 2o-2)];

(ÍÍÍ)       ¿+¿- = -(£)   (1 + 3s2)'        ¿+¿- = -(S)   (1 + 3a2)'

where -£¿ and -£- are the Fourier variables and where we set

.a .   ß a ß
s = sin —,    o = sin —,    c = eos —    and   'v = eos —.

2 2 2 ' 2

Proof. The proof of this lemma is purely algebraic and is left to the reader.   G

2.2. Example 1. Transonic Small Disturbance Equation.

LEMMA 2.4. Assume that h(u-,u+) is a differentiable numerical flux. A nec-

essary and sufficient condition for the method (TSD-scheme) to be linearly stable

is that the operator d/dt in

2kLx_jtcf>]k + L* — (u,u)Lx_<l>3k + —(u,u)Lx+<j>jk

- Dy_Dy+<f>jk = 0

satisfies the inequality Re ^ < 0.

(linearized-TSD-scheme)

Proof. The result of this lemma is an immediate application of Theorem 2.2,

since

dFo     ,„,  „,t dH , _ _.

WS[2M1'     W{M
sr(«.«)   o

dH

dq+(q,q) =
r   dh

0 -1
D

THEOREM 2.5.   A sufficient condition for the method (TSD-scheme) to be lin-

early stable is

(2.2)
dh .      .       dh .      ,     „

—_(u,u)-—(u,u)>0.

Proof. Assume that (2.2) holds. By part (ii) of Lemma 2.3, we have

4s4
ReL* = -Re¿* = — > 0.

+     Ax ~

By part (i) of Lemma 2.3, we have

-        - 4(72

D+D*. = -^-k <
Ay2   —
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Moreover, [Lx_]  1 = L\/LX_L\-, thus by parts (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2.3,

RefL*]"1 =
l + 3s2

Ax>0.

Substitution into  (linearized-TSD-scheme)  multiplied by  [¿f.]      then implies

Re $¡ < 0, thus, by Lemma 2.4, the method (TSD-scheme) is linearly stable.    G

Remark. The sufficient condition (2.2) is satisfied for most commonly used differ-

entiable numerical fluxes, in particular differentiable monotone fluxes. For example,

one can use any of the following fluxes:

hEo(u.,u+)= r~[f(u)]+du+ r+[f(u)]-du+f(ü),
Ju Ju (Engquist-Osher)

hLF(u-,u+) = i[/(u_) + au_] + |[/(u+)-au+],    where a > \f'\,

(Lax-Friedrichs)

hNt>{u-,u+)={

u+ZÍHzl     ifMoo<l,
u_

u+

(No-Switch-type5)

if M«, > 1.

2.3.   Example 2.   Full Potential Equation.   For the FP example, we further

introduce the following streamwise and normal finite difference operators6

L± = - ■ L±, (streamwise)

L± = i - x L±\ ■ (ix x iy). (normal)

LEMMA  2.6.   The streamwise and normal finite difference operators L± and

L± satisfy the following equations:

¿4 = 2(i)

(ii)      Lná

*(E+i£M~™£sc(l + 2s2)      r?o-y(l + 2a2)'

= L

(iv)     L\LS_ = -4

Ax Ay

nsc(l + 2s2)      £(77(] ->- °-

Ax

[l + 2o-2)\

Ay        )

(iii)    £+ • L- = L+LL + L\Ul = L%Ll + L\VL,
r¿!2s2(l + 3s2)

+

(Ax)2

2c¡r/S(7[4s2(72(s<7sign[ír;] + 07) + 07(1 + 2s2 + 2tr2)]

AxAy

n2o2(l + Zo-2)

(Ay)2

5For the TSD equation, this flux, introduced by the author in [11], has the advantage that no

local switching is needed.

6If dx$, d„* > 0, then L»± = *£| + ^V± and L% = -%L% + ±LV+, where u,v > 0. The

other cases yield similar expressions.

■q^Tq^'
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L\Ln_ = -4
(Ax)2

2^so-[4s2o-2(sasignal + 07) + C7(l + 2s2 -I- 2ct2)]

AxAy

+
£2<r2(l + 3o-2)

(Ay)2

(vi)     L\V_ < 0;

(vii)    L\Ln_ < 0,

where we set £ = u/q and r¡ = v/q.

Proof. The proof of the above equalities is purely algebraic and can be found in

[11].    G

LEMMA 2.7.   The following relations hold:

P'(q) = -P(q)^-    and   ±[p(q)q] = p(q)[l - M2(q)],
q dq

where the Mach number M(q) is defined by M(q) = q/a(q), and a(q) is the local

speed of sound related to the density p(q) by the isentropic relation a2 = p~l~l/M%0.

Proof. This is a simple consequence of the definition of the functions p(q) and

M(q).    G

THEOREM 2.8.   The method (FP-scheme) is linearly stable.

Proof. Assume7 dx$, dy$ > 0 (thus u, v > 0). We have

H(q-,q+) = p(q-)q+,        ̂ §(g) = p'(9)f,dq q

dH ,     qôF
dq- q

g^r(q,q) = p(q)
1   0

0   1

Set p = p(q) and M = M(q). Then, using Lemma 2.7, the linearized finite difference

method corresponding to (FP-scheme) can be rewritten as

pM2q   7   d -
-L-—é]k + L.

q   q        dt
pM2 qq'

• L-<j)jk + pL+(pjk   = 0.

( linearized- FP-scheme)

Using

ill
q q

= L. [ÍM] L<7
m2,

(linearized-FP-scheme) can be rewritten as

d

(* dt
+ q (La_y -M~¿L-L

+  \ <t>jk = 0,

7The proof for the other cases is similar.
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and (2.1) reduces to

(2.3) Ls_ft+q[(L°_)2-M-2L-í+]=0.

By part (i) of Lemma 2.6, we have Reîî > 0.  By part (iii) of Lemma 2.6, we

have L_ • L+ < 0. Moreover, [¿L]_1 = L+/LS_LS+; thus by parts (i) and (vi) of

Lemma 2.6, we have Re[¿í]_1 > 0. Substitution into (2.3) multiplied by [¿i]_1

then implies Re ^ < 0, hence, by Corollary 2.2, the method (FP-scheme) is linearly

stable.    G

3. Total Variation Stability. A desirable property for a numerical scheme

is a bound on the total variation of its approximate solutions. This ensures that

overshoots and undershoots near shocks do not appear in the approximate solutions.

In this section, we propose a technique to render the method (MODEL-scheme)

introduced in Section 1 total variation stable by applying flux limiters to the non-

linear terms of the difference equations, dimension by dimension. For the sake of

simplicity, a uniform mesh is assumed. The generalization to a nonuniform mesh

is straightforward.

It turns out that the new method obtained using this technique specializes, in

the one-dimensional case, to an extension of the generalized MUSCL8 schemes,

which have been used to solve the well-known inviscid Burgers' equation (see [13]).

We observe that, when restricted to the ID case, both the TSD equation and the

FP equation have the form of the inviscid Burgers' equation. In the case of the TSD

equation, the ID restriction of (MODEL-limited-scheme) can easily be written as a

generalized MUSCL scheme. In the case of the FP equation, the ID restriction of

(MODEL-limited-scheme) can be written as an extension of a generalized MUSCL

scheme which we will introduce.

3.1. Total Variation Nonincreasing Version of our Model Scheme. We extend

the second-order accurate method (MODEL-scheme) introduced in Section 1 to

dtF0(L-<irjk) + L_ • H(L_<ï>jk,L+<ï>jk) = 0, (MODEL-limited-scheme)

where Z± are difference operators which approximate V with second-order accu-

racy.

We define some limited second-order difference operators by

LX± = DX±+ m(Sxz(Dx0 - DX±),D% - Dx0)

and

Ll = Dy± +m(Sy±(Dy -Dl),D% - Dy).

In the above, the minmod function m is defined by

mi„    „   N _ Jsmin(|u_|,|u+|)    if sgn(u_) =sgn(u+)

m(u-'U+)-\0 else

= sgn(u_) • max[0,min(|u_|,u+ sgn(u_)].

8 The notion of MUSCL (Monotone Upstream Centered Schemes for Conservation Laws)

schemes is due to van Leer (see [20]).

-}
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In the uniform mesh case, we have

l£ = Dx±+-\m(D+Ax±,Dx_Ax±)    and   L% = Dy± T \m(D\Ay±,Dy_Ay±).

For the TSD case, we choose

For the FP case, we choose

L±(-) = [{Ll(-)}+ - {!£(■)}-, {Ll(-)}+ - {^(•)}-]T-

3.2. One-Dimensional Case/Inviscid Burgers' Equation. We now look at the

one-dimensional inviscid Burgers' equation

dtu + dxf(u) = 0, (Burgers)

where / is a convex function. Consider the following method of lines conservation

form finite difference approximation to Burgers' equation:

dtUj-i/2 + 0^/1(^-1/2, Wj+1/2) = 0) (Burgers-scheme)

where the numerical flux h is assumed to satisfy the consistency condition h(u, u) =

f(u). We recall some definitions and a theorem due to Osher.

Definition 3.1. The numerical flux h is said to be monotone if h(u-,u+) is a

nondecreasing function of —u+ and of u_.

The method (Burgers-scheme) is said to be a monotone scheme if its numerical

flux is monotone. In particular, if h is C1, a necessary and sufficient condition for

the method (Burgers-scheme) to be monotone is dh/du+ < 0 < dh/du-.

Definition 3.2. The numerical flux h(u-,u+) is said to be an E-flux (see [15]) if

the following condition holds:

sgn(u+ - u-)[h(u-,u+) - f(u)] < 0   for any u G I[u-,u+].9

¿■-fluxes can be characterized as the fluxes for which

sgn(u+ - u-)[h(u-,u+) — hG(u-,u+)] > 0,

where

ÄG(«_,u+) = (mini«-«+]// *"-<M
lmax[u+iU_]/    ifu_>u+J

is the Godunov numerical flux ([5]). The method (Burgers-scheme) is said to be an

E- scheme if its numerical flux is an E-flux.

Definition 3.3. Define the total variation of the function u by:

TV(«) = X>+«¿-i/al>
3

where Uj-i/2 = TAu.

9/[o,6] denotes the closed interval [min(o,6), max(a, b)] and

,  ,      Ja/|a|    ifa^0\
Sgn(Q) = {    0 else    } •
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The method (Burgers-scheme) is said to be total variation nonincreasing10 if the

total variation of its solutions satisfies

TV[tt(i)] < TV[u(0)]    for all t > 0.

In [7], Harten showed that a sufficient condition for the (2p -I- l)-point scheme

dtUj-l/2 + D-h(uj-p+l/2,-- -,Uj-l/2,Uj+i/2,. ..,UJ+p_i/2) = 0

to be TVD is that the flux h satisfies an incremental form

D-h(uj_p+i/2,...,Uj-i/2,uj+i/2,...,u:j+p„i/2)

= -C+D+u^iß + C-^D-Uj-i/2,

where

(   C+ =C+(uj-p+i/2,...,Uj-i/2,Uj+i/2,...,Uj+p_i/2)    1

I Cj_-1 = ^~(UJ-P-l/2i • • • iuJ-l/2,%-rl/2i • • • ,Uj+p-3/2) J

for some nonnegative functions C+ and C  . We now extend (Burgers-scheme) to

a second-order accurate TVD scheme.

THEOREM 3.4 (OSHER [13]).   Consider the scheme

( Ax Ax \
dtUj-i/2 + D_h Uij-i/2 + Y"j-i/J.«)'+i/s - -yo-j+ißj = 0.

(MUSCL-scheme)

If h(u-,u+) is an E-flux (resp. a differentiate monotone flux), then the above

scheme is TVD provided that the following condition holds:

0 < rZJ'1/2     < 1     I resp. 1 > ±^-    +°','~1/a near points where -— ¿ 0 ) .
- Dx±u^i/2 -        V 2D%u^il2 ' du± r   )

3.3.   Example 1.   Transonic Small Disturbance Equation.   We now propose a

limited version of (TSD-scheme),

2kdtLx_$jk + Lx_h(Lx_$jk,Lx+$,k) - Dy_Dy+$jk = 0.      (TSD-limited-scheme)

The ID restriction of the TSD equation,

2kdtdx$ + dxf(dx<S>) = 0,    where f(u) = ^^w2 - Ku,

can be rewritten as Burgers' equation

dtu ■+ dxf(u) = 0,    where u = dx$.

We note that f"(u) =7 + 1 > 0, i.e., / is a convex function. The y-independent

restriction of (TSD-limited-scheme) is given by

(3.2) 2kdtLx_$,k + Lx_h(L-*3k,L+$jk) = 0.

THEOREM 3.5.   If h is either a consistent E-flux or a consistent differentiable

monotone flux, then the scheme (3.2) is TVD.

10This concept was first introduced in [7]. Traditionally, the abbreviation TVD (total variation

diminishing) is preferred to TVNI.
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Proof. Set Uj-i/2 = £>í.$¿ and 0¿_i/2 = m(.Dí.uJ--i/2,-£,+u¿-i/2)-11 Equation

(3.2) then takes the form

= 0,
/       1      \ r / Ax Ax \
[ 1 + -A* 1   2kdtUj-i/2 + Dx_h ( Uj-1/2 + ~yaj-i/2,uj+1/2 - -yO-j+1/2)

which is of the form (MUSCL-scheme).

It is immediate from the definition of 0j-i/2 and the definition of the minmod

function that the first condition of Theorem 3.4 is always satisfied. The second

condition of Theorem 3.4 follows from12

°¿+l/2 ~aj-l/2

Dlu+ "¿-1/2

m(Dx.uj.i/2,D+uj+i/2)     m(-Df.Uj_i/2,£>+u,--i/2)

D+Uj-1/2 D+Uj-i/2

because of the following property of the minmod function:

<5<i,

m(x,y)
G [0,1]    if x ^ 0,

m(x,y)
G [0,1]    if y/0.

Therefore, (3.2) is TVD for any consistent numerical flux h which is either an in-

flux or a differentiable monotone flux. This class of numerical fluxes contains the

most commonly used ones.    G

3.4. Example 2. Full Potential Equation. We now propose a limited version of

(FP-scheme),

dtp{\l-*ik\) + L- ■ \p{\L.*ik\)L+*jk\ = 0,

where we set L± = [Zt¿,L±]T.

The ID restriction of the FP equation,

(FP-limited-scheme)

dtp(q) + dx[p(q)q] = 0,    where p(q) =

can be rewritten as Burgers' equation

l-^Ml(q2-l)
1/ÍTT-1)

where

dtu + dxf(u) = 0,

u = —p   and    f(u) = uq(u),        q(u) = 1 +
1 - (-up"1

1=1 M2
2   J"oo

Tl/2

We note that, by Lemma 2.7, we have

f'(u) = q(u)[l-M-2(q(u))],

thus /' > 0 (resp. /' < 0) in supersonic (resp. subsonic) regions and

;«(„) = SMM-2(q(u))[1 + M-2(«7(u))] > 0,
—u

i.e., / is a convex function.

11 The fc-subscripts are dropped for the sake of clarity.

l2Without loss of generality we can assume D±Uj_i/2 # 0.
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The ID restriction of (FP-limited-scheme) is given by

(3.3) dtP(\Lx_*jk\) + Lx_[p(\Lx_*jk\)Lx+*jk] = 0.

THEOREM 3.6.   The scheme (3.3) is TVD in the linear case.

Proof. Set13 qj-i/2 = F>x-$j and u^i/2 = -^-1p(kqj_i,2), i.e., q3-i/2 =

h~lq(kuj^_i/2), where A = 1 4- \AX_ and where we formally define

A"1 =  £ (-¿A* )".

n€Z+

Set 0j-i/2 = m(Dx_qj_i/2,Dx_qj_i/2) and h(q-,q+) = -p(q_)q+. Equation (3.3)

then14 takes the form

= 0,- Í1 + ^Ax\   dtw¿-i/2 + D-h hj-i/2 + -yo-j-i/2,qj+i/2 ~ -y^+i/a )

that is,

_ _., , / Ax Ax \
OtUj-i/2 + D_h \qj-i/2 + -Y<Tj-i/2,qj+i/2 - -2"ff¿+i/2 I = 0-

(extended-MUSCL-scheme)

Note that:

(i) h(q(u-),q(u+)) is consistent with /, since

h(q(u),q(u)) = -p(q(u))q(u) = uq(u) = f(u);

(ii) h is an .E-flux, since for any q G I[q-,q+], we have

sgn(ç+ -<?-)• \p(q~) - p(q)] > 0   since p'(q) < 0.

Thus,

sgn(q+ -<?_)■ [h(q-,q+) - h(q,q)] = -sgn(ç+ - q-) ■ [p(q~)q+ - p(q)q]

< sgn[p(q)(q+ - ç_)] • (q - q+) < 0,

since p(q) > 0, and (q+ - q~)(q - q+) < 0;

(iii) h is a differentiate monotone flux, since

dh , .      p(o_)M2(9_) „        ,     dh . , .    .     n
— (</_,<?+   =í^-^<?+>0    and    — fo_,9+   =-p 9_   < 0.
dq- q- dq+

For the linear case, let 3^(£) = qjAx + ecj)j(t), e small, where q is a constant state.

Set u,-i/2 = Dx_<pj and «¿_i/a = m(Dx-Vj-i/2,D+Vj-l/2). Using

9¿-i/2 =9 + £«¿-i/2i

u,_i/2 = -A-V(A*-i/a) = -p(g) + £^^!M^_1/2 + 0(,2),

<Tj_i/2 = m(eDlwJ_1/2,c:£)+?;:,_i/2) = £8,-1/2,

13The fc-subscripts are dropped for the sake of clarity.

14in the case dx$ > 0; the case dx& < 0 can be treated in a similar fashion.
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Ax ( Ax \
9¿±i/2 T -2"^¿±i/2 = q + e I «¿±i/2 T -2~s¿±i/2 I ,

u ( ^x Ax \
n I 9¿-i/2 + "2-^-1/2,9¿+i/2 - -y-^+i/2 I

p(q)M2(q)i Ax Ax \     „. ,,
= £-

where we set /(t;_,t>+) = q[v_ — M 2(q)v+], yields the linear version of scheme

(3.3),

(Ax Ax \
(3.4) dtVj-i/2 + Dx_l [vj-1/2 + -^-»¿-1/2,^+1/2 - -ySj+1/2 1 = 0.

Note that / is an J5-flux, since for any v G /[t;_,t>+] we have

sgn(v+ -v-)- [l(v-,v+) -l(v,v)]

= qsgn(v+ - V-) ■ [l(v- — v) - M~2(q)(v+ — v)] < 0.

The inequality 0 < <7J_1/2/o±w¿-i/2 < 1 is immediate from the definition of sJ_1/2

and the definition of the minmod function; therefore, the first condition of Theorem

3.4 is satisfied, and the scheme (3.4) is TVD, i.e., the scheme (3.3) is TVD in the

linear case.15    G

For the nonlinear case, it is not possible to apply Theorem 3.4, and it appears

difficult to obtain an incremental form such as (3.1).

Numerical evidence supporting or contradicting total variation stability for the

scheme (3.3) in the nonlinear case will be presented in a subsequent paper.

4. Entropy Condition for the TSD Scheme. In this section, we prove that

the approximate solutions of our new second-order accurate, TVD, semidiscrete

finite difference method (TSD-limited-scheme) for the low-frequency unsteady TSD

equation satisfy a discrete entropy inequality, which guarantees that they converge

to the unique (physical) solution of (TSD).

We restrict ourselves to the case when an .E-flux is used as a building block. For

the sake of simplicity, a uniform mesh is assumed.

Part of the proof of the main theorem of this section relies on arguments similar

to the ones found in [3] and [13] and makes use of Plancherel's theorem.

4.1. Differential Entropy Inequality. Up to some rescaling of t (2k = 1), the

low-frequency, unsteady TSD equation (TSD) of Section 1 can be rewritten as the

following system:

(4.1) dt[9x,0] + dx[f{**),*v\ + 0»[-*», -*«]» = [0,0].

15i is also a differentiable monotone flux, so we could also have used the second condition of

Theorem 3.4.
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This system is symmetrizable16 by multiplying it by

V$ =
dq \qf

s=v<s>

The entropy function is V(q ) = \u2, and the corresponding entropy fluxes are

F'1) (q ) = I uf'(u) du + \v2    and    FW (q) = -uv,

where q = [u, v]T.

The resulting differential entropy inequality is

(4.2) dtV(V$) + V • [F(1)(V$), F(2)(V$)]r < 0.

It is well known that weak solutions of (4.1) are not unique and that the differential

entropy inequality (4.2) is satisfied (in the weak sense) only by the physical solution,

i.e., the one which does not admit expansion shocks.17

In the next subsection, we show that (TSD-limited-scheme) satisfies a discrete

entropy inequality which implies (4.2), thus the approximate solutions converge to

the unique (physical) solution of the problem.

4.2. Discrete Entropy Inequality. Consider the second-order accurate TVD

scheme for the TSD equation derived in Section 3:

dtLx_ $jfc + Lx_ h(Lx_$jk, IX$jfc) - D\Dy_$jk = 0,       (TSD-limited-scheme)

where ft is a Lipschitz continuous i£-flux consistent with the convex function /. Set

■a0-i/2,k = DtQjic,        «,,k-i/2 = Dy_$jk

and

°~j-i/2,k - m(Dx_Uj-i/2,k,D+uj-i/2tk).

The scheme can be rewritten as

(Ax                                 Ax \
"¿-l/2,fc + -^-^¿-l/2,fc,^ + l/2,fc-irO~j+l/2,k J

1-1

1+2A- D>. '3,k-l/2
= 0.

The following equations hold:

(Í) «¿-l/2,fcdtU¿-l/2,k = dt
1    2
2U¿-l/2,fc

16The reader is referred to [8], [4] and [10] for an interesting discussion on the derivation of

additional systems of conservation laws, additional symmetric hyperbolic systems of conservation

laws and an entropy inequality from a given system of nonlinear conservation laws. See also

Appendix A in [11].

17In [10], Mock showed that (4.2) is equivalent to the (distribution) inequality dxdx$ < 0.
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(Ü)
nI,/ , Ax Ax \

Uj-l/2,kD-h I Uj-l/2,k + 1T°~3-1/2^,11 j+l/2,k-ñ"0¿+l/2,k I

=D+r '" «/'(«) du -z?+[«¿-i/2,fc/(«¿-i/2,fc)]+o+r */(«

r.x   Í i. / AX AX M
+ ¿>+   Uj_i/2,A;n I u¿-i/2,fc + -y0¿-i/2,fc>«¿+i/2,*-2~<rj+i/2,kJ\

( Ax Ax \
- \D+Uj-i/2¿]h í «¿-1/2.A: + -2"0¿-i/2,fc,«¿+i/2,fc - -Y°~j+i/2,k\

r ruj-i/2,k

= D+\I «/'(«) d« + «>-i/a,fc

f. / Ax Ax \
X | /l I Uj_i/2,fc + -Y<Tj-l/2,k, «¿+l/2,k - -Y^j+l/2,k\

- /(«¿-1/2,

/■«i+»/».*r  / Ax Ax \    ,. ,
- / ft|W¿-l/2,fc + -2—^¿-l/2,fc,W¿+l/2,fc--2—Cr¿+l/2,fc )-/(")

(iii)

- U¿- * ¿A-
•0+«j,fc-l/2

= -«¿-l/2,fc-D+«¿,fc-l/2 - "¿-l/2,fc 1 + jAi

-i

■D+W¿,fc-l/2

= -£>+[«¿-l/2,fcV¿,fc-l/2] + [•D+«¿-l/2,fc]v¿,A;+l/2

i -1

-1
uj-l/2,k

1
1 + 2A- ■D+«¿,fc-l/2

= Z?+ir(2)(w¿-l/2,fc.«¿,fc-l/2) + [-D-U¿,k+l/2]v¿,fc+l/2

- uj-l/2,k 1 + jA*.

= Z?+F(2)(uJ_1/2,fc,t;J,fc-1/2) + L>+

^+«¿,fc-l/2

1    o

Ax
+-5-p-W¿,fc+i/a]   -«¿-1/2,*

= ö+^(2)K-i/2,fc,^-i/2) + £'+

2V¿-i,fc+i/2

1   -1-1
1 + 2A-

2W¿-l,fc+l/2

-D+«¿,k-l/2

+ ^[J£ß+*i*]a

£>x$
¿*

1-1

1 + -AÎ D+°-^-

Thus, multiplying the scheme (4.3) by u}_i¡2k yields

v p(i) (2)
atvit+o+^¿-i/2,*+D\F),k-i/2 - m - n = o
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Vjk=V{Dt9jk,-),

F¡-\/2,k = FW(Dx-*jk,SlDl*jk) + [III],

F¡2Li/2 = Fi2)(Dx.^k,Dy_^jk),

'•«j + l/2,k Ax
h ( uj-i/2,k + -r-o¿-i/a,fc

Ax \ 1 du
."¿+i/2,fc - -y^+i^.k I - /(«)   ^,

1 + 2A-
Ax,

■'«j-1/2

[H] = £*$,*

TTTTl \l.   { AX Ax \
[111] = UJ_1/2,fc    h I Wj-i/2,fc + -2-0¿-l/2,fc)U¿+l/2,fc-IT°~j+l/2,k I

I?+I?»*¿fc-^[Z?*/?+$¿*]2,

f(Uj-l/2,k)

LEMMA 4.1.   The quantity [I] ¿s < 0.

Proof. We first note that, since 1 - (<7J_1/2,k + °~j+i/2,k)/(2D+Uj-i/2,k) G [0,1],

we have

sgn
Ax \      / Ax V

«¿+l/2,fc - -y^¿+l/2,k I -  I «¿-l/2,k + -2°i-ll2,k)

Cj-l/2,k +^¿+l/2,fcl 1 ,., .
| = sgniA+ti^-i/a,*).= sgn \ Ax+Uj_i/2,k

2£>+uJ_1/2,fc

Therefore, for any ujt, [I] can be written as

[I] = |£>+^-i/2,kP] + ¿[5],

where the quantities [A] and [B] have the following expressions:

[A] = sgn   ( u3+i/2,k - —CTj+i/2,k) - ( «¿-i/2,k + -y^-i/a.kj

[L /                       Aa;                                           Ax A       *,~    y
\h I tij-i/2,fc + -^-^¿-l/2,ki%+l/2,fc-2~^+l/2,fc I - fVUjk)

/•max(uJ_1/2iJt,u, + I/2,k)

[B] = sgniA+tij-.i/a,*) / [/(ü¿fc) - /(«)] du.
/miii(tij.|/S,t,tiy+1/jit)

Set Ujfc = (Uj-i/2,k + Uj+i/2,fc)/2.

(i) In the case of a rarefaction (uJ_1/2,fc < u¿+i/2,fc)i we have D:+uJ_i/2¡k > 0

and

(4.4)

Ax
uj-l/2,k S Wj-l/2,k + -ytf¿-l/2,fc < Ujfc

<u
Ax

¿+l/2,k-2"^¿+l/2,k S «¿+l/2,fc
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Choose üjk = Ujk. In view of inequalities (4.4) and the assumption that h is an

.E-flux, we have [A] < 0. Since / is convex, we have

,<„,.,,. , (■»-/» ̂ +./,A . ; (p>" ._*_)
V 2 / V/«i-i/».»        & + U3-l/2,kJ

.„     ¡u3 + l/2,k A., 1 fUj+l/2,k

<   8 / /(u)tt^-= -r^- / /(«)<*«>
"        VVM ^-W A+«¿-l/2,k Li-1/2,k">

thus

[s]=r ,,,:[/(uJfc)-/(u)]du<o.
•'uj-l/2,fc

(ii) In the case of a shock (uj+i/2tk < "¿-i/2,k)> we have D+Uj-i/2¡k < 0 and

Ax

(4.5)
«¿+l/2,k < u¿+l/2,k-^-<7¿+l/2,í:

Ax
< Ujk < Uj_i/2,fc + -r-0j-l/2,fc S uj-l/2,k,

where o>±i/2,fc = -min(-Z?+uJ_i/2>it, |£>±u¿±i/2,fc|)-

In view of inequalities (4.5) and the assumption that h is an E-flux, we have

[A] < 0   if ùjk G

The quantity [B] is given by

Ax Ax
«¿+l/2,fc-2~<7¿+l/2,fc)U¿-l/2,fc ~*~ ~cT~a3-l/2,k

[B]= r      '""[f(u)-f(üjk)]du.
•ruj+i/2,k

Let u denote the sonic point (f'(u) = 0). Assume that the shock is nonsonic, i.e.,

S£ [uJ+i/2,fc,u¿-i/2,fc]- Let

(4.6)

We then have

Ujk =

C3-1/2'kuf'(u)du

/("¿-l/2,fc) -/("¿+l/2,fc)'

\B]=   J"        '"''[/(«) - f(ùjk)]du

-L«J-l/2,*

[/(«) - /(«¿fc) - (« - ûjk)f'(u)] du.

Set </(u) = f(u) - f(üjk) - (u - üjk)f'(u). Since g'(u) = -(u - ujk)f"(u), and

since / is convex, g has an absolute maximum at u = üjk, thus g(u) < g(ujk) = 0,

which yields [B] < 0.

For any u G [uj+i/2,k,Vj-i/2,k]i we have

sgn/'(u) = sgn[/(uj_1/2,fc) - /(u,+i/2,fc)] = sgn(u,-fc - ïï).

18By Jensen's inequality
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Moreover,

_Üjk - Ujk_

(«¿-l/2,fc - «¿+l/2,fc)/2

/^-»/l.» U - Ujk_

Ju, + 1/2,k    («j-1/2,* - «¿+l/2,fc)/2   f(Uj.

f'(u)du

l/2,k) - f(Uj + l/2,k)
g[-i,+i],

thus üjk G [%+i/2,fc,w¿-i/2,fc] and 2|ùjfc - ujk\ - («¿-i/2,k - «¿+1/2,*) < 0.

The condition

i.e.,

üjk G

Ujk -Ujk

(Uj-l/2,k - "¿+l/2,fc)/2

Ax Ax
«¿+l/2,fc-g—0¿+l/2,fc>«¿-l/2,fc + ~~2~a3-l/2,k

AxCTJ + 1/2,fc Ag<7j-l/2,fc
1 T^    1

Uj-l/2,k - «¿+l/2,fc u¿-l/2,fc - u¿+l/2,fc

is satisfied if we change <7,-_i/2,fc and Cj+i/2,fc to

Axo-,_i/2,fc = max[2|ûjjfe - ujk\ - («j-i/a.fc - "¿+i/2,fc))

- min.(tt¿_i/3,fc - Uj-i/2tk, [«¿+i/2,fc - «¿-3/2,Jk]~)]i

Axo-j+i/2,jt = max[2|ûjfc - ujk\ - («¿-1/2,* - "¿+i/2,fc)i

- min(u:,_1/2,fc - UJ + i/2,fc, [Uj+l/2,fc - %+3/2,fc] + )]-

These changes are necessary only if u^-i/a,* < u,_3/2,fc or Uj+i/2¿ > «¿+3/2,fc-

The second-order accuracy is not affected, since

/•«¿-i/a,*

I (u — Ujk) du = 0

fU'-l/2'k,                  ,2,           I,                                             ,2   uJ-l/3,fc - "¿+l/2,fc
/ (U-Ujk)   du= -(Uj_i/2ik -Uj+i/2,k)     -'--

•'"¿+1/2,* D L

and

and

thus

Ujk - Ujk =

fu>-l/2.»iu _ u     )2 /'(»)-/'(*i*)du

f(Uj-l/2,k) - f(Uj+l/2,k)

]Üjk ~Ujk\

(Uj-l/2,k - "¿+l/2,fc)/2

. _e(Uj-l/2,k - "¿+l/2,fc)
max /",

l/(u¿-l/2,fc) - /(%+l/2,*:)l/(w¿-l/2,fc - «¿+l/2,fc)    ["¿-n/2,*,«j-i/2,fc

and

2|Ù,'fc - Ujk\ - («¿-1/2,* - "¿+l/2,fc) = 0(K-i/2,fc _ Uj+i/2ik\   )■

In the case

f(u) = ^±(u2-2üu),

we obtain

Ujk —
z(Uj + l/2,k + "¿ + l/2,fc%-l/2,fc + "¿-l/2,fc) - UU3k

Ujk - U
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and

thus

Ujk - Ujk = g
1 "¿-l/2,fc - "¿+l/2,k Uj-i/2tk - Uj+i/2<k

2 Ujk - u~

2\Üjk - Ujk\ - (Uj-i/2tk - «¿+l/2,fc)

= (Uj-l/2,k - Uj+i/2,k)
I Uj-l/2,k - Uj+l/2,k  _    '

6 \ujk - ü~\

Assume now that the shock is sonic, i.e., û G [tij+i/2,fc>«¿-i/2,fc]-   We restrict

o~j-i/2,k and CTj+i/2tk to be 0 (at the loss of second-order accuracy).

If f(uj_i/2tk) t¿ /(uj+i/2,fc)> then choose üjk as given by formula (4.6).

Else, choose üjk such that f(üjk) = max[Uj+1/2 fciUjl/21] /.

LEMMA  4.2.   Let $jk(t) = TA9(t), where 9 is a nonnegative test function

with compact support Cilx [0, T],  Then we have ^ ^U^jkAxAy < 0.

Proof. We first recall Plancherel's theorem.  If a = {ajk}, b = {bjk} G I2, we

define

(a, ¿>),2 = ^2 küjkbjkAxAy,    |a|,2 = (a, o)¡2,

¿,*

Ià = {âjtK} = lJ2ka^e~t3JAXe~tkKAyAxAy,

(à,b)L2 ='YJKàJKbJKAxAy   and    \à\L2 = (à,à)L2.

J,K

Plancherel's theorem states that

lalz2 = |ô|l2    and   (a,b)i2 = (a,b)¿,2.

We can write

£[II]tf,fcAxAj/

¿,*

3,k   \

1 + 2A- -1 Dv+Dv_*jk

Ax,
^[Dx_Dy+*jk]2    9jkAxAy

= ReUw,\/í
l-i

1 + 2A- -1
D\Dy_$

p

- \\y/Alcy/9Dy+Dy_$\22
¿à

= Re( V^DXA,^ l + \kt Dy+DyA

- Uy/Äi^DlD^m¿à

L*

L>

(continues)
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(continued)

J,K \

1+2A- DyDy _i±i\DzDv\2
+   -      2 '   -   +1

x \\j9JK\%jK\2AxAy

= £ AxRe /[[1 + èA^l"1~l] _ l\ \i)x_D\\2\sß7K^JK\2AxAy

J,K

< 0,    since Re

AI
•I Âx 1-1[[1 + iA^]-1-!]      l\_      l + 2sin2JAx/2 <

Ai" 2 I "      l + 3sin2 JAx/2 ~
0.

LEMMA 4.3.   We have a.e. limAx—o[HI] =0.

Proof. This is due to the Lipschitz continuity of h, the continuity of / and of

the minmod function, and the consistency condition:

a.e.  lim
Ai^O

= a.e.  lim
A1-.0

'   (Ax Ax \
h I Uj_i/2tk + -^-^j-l/2,k,Uj+i/2,k-^-°-j+l/2,kJ - f(Uj-l/2,k)

( Ax Ax \
h {Uj-i/2,k + ~2~0-j_i/2tk,Uj+i/2<k-— CTJ + 1/2,fc I

r( Ax \
-f I Uj-i/2yk - ~yOj_ii2M\

+ a.e. ^limo  / ( u,_i/2,fc - -5-0J-1/2,* J ~ /(«¿-i/2,fc)   = 0.    D

THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that $jk, L±$jk and Dy±$jk converge boundedly a.e.

as Ax, Ay —> 0+ to $, dx$ and dy$, respectively. Further, assume that f is convex

and that h is a Lipschitz continuous E-flux consistent with f.

Then $ is a weak solution of (TSD-limited-scheme) which satisfies the entropy

inequality (4.2).

Proof. Using Theorem 1.3, we only have to prove that 3> satisfies the distribution

inequality (4.2). By Lemma 4.1, we have

dtVjk + Dx+F¡%<k + D+F$_1/2 = [I] + [II] < [II].

Let 9 be a nonnegative test function with compact support C fi x [0, T] and set

»,-*(«) = TA*(i).

Multiplying (4.3) by Uj-i/2¿AxAy = Dt^jkAxAy, summing over j, k and

using Lemma 4.2 yields

£ AxAy*jk\dtV3k + Dx+F^_\/2Jc + Dy+F^_1/2] < 0.
3,k

Using the summation by parts formulas of Lemma 1.2, the fact that 9 has compact

support, and integrating with respect to t over [0,00) yields

dtJ2 AxAy[[dt9ik]Vjk + [I5*i*l*ÍÍW + ̂ l^^k-iß] * 0-
Jo j,k
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Taking the limit as Ax, Ay —> 0+ and using Lemma 4.3 and Lebesgue's Dominated

Convergence Theorem yields

-ill dtdxdy{[dt9]V(V9) + [dx9]F^{^9) + [dy9]F^(V9)} < 0,
Jo   J Jq

i.e., the difference approximations 9jk satisfy the entropy condition (4.2) in the

limit.    O

This theorem ensures that, if the difference approximations (TSD-limited-

scheme) converge, then the limit solution is the unique (physical) solution of the

problem.

Remark. It should be noted, however, that the steady-state limits are not neces-

sarily unique.

5. Time Discretization of the TSD Scheme. In this section, we present

an implicit, forward Euler type time discretization of the method (TSD-scheme)

introduced in Section 1 and of its TVD extension (TSD-limited-scheme) introduced

in Section 4. This time discretization uses time-splitting in a fashion similar to that

of the Alternate Direction Implicit (ADI) method. The ADI method has been used

extensively for implementing first-order accurate finite difference schemes for the

TSD equation (see, e.g., [21], [16] and [6]). Others have used an Approximate

Factorization (AF) method instead of the ADI method (see e.g. [1]). The time-

splitting algorithms presented here were implemented by the author and will be

presented in a subsequent paper. (Preliminary results can be found in [11].)

5.1. Time-Splitting Algorithm. The unlimited version of our time-splitting

method can be written as:

(5.1a)        x-sweep: 2kLx__   lk       }h    + Lx_—-Jfc \    -3

-Dy_D\9% = 0,

(5.1b)       y-sweep: 2kLx_*ik    ~*ik - l-Dy_Dy+(^k+i - 9%) = 0.

This method is linearly stable as proved in Theorem 5.1 below.

5.2. Linear Stability Analysis. Using the same notations as in Section 2, the

amplification coefficient of the time-splitting algorithm (5.1) is given by

1 + zl - z'

dh .      .fdh.        f

o^ML- + äu7ML+
_ Ai

Z~ 4k

z' = fk(Lx_)-'Dy+by_,

and the expressions for ¿| and Dy+Dy_ are given in Lemma 2.3.

Thus,

2 _ l-2Re¿ + |z|2    l + 2Rez' + |z/|2
'12'l-r-2Rez + |2|2    l-2Re2' + |z'

We have Re 2' < 0.   Moreover, if dh/du- — dh/du+ > 0, then Rez > 0, thus

|G| < 1. This yields the following theorem.
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THEOREM 5.1.   The method (5.1) is linearly stable unconditionally for any dif-

ferentiate consistent numerical flux h which satisfies the condition

dh       dh      „

¿7U_       ou+

5.3.   Time-Splitting Algorithm with TVD Flux Limiters. The limited version of

our time-splitting method can be written as

,      x ,   ,*îfc-*?fc h(Lx_®%,Lx+Wk) + h(Lx_9*k,Lx+Q*k)
(5.2a)        x-sweep: 2kLx_   ]k       Jk    + Lx_ ——]k    +   Jfc/ —Jfc    +   J*

- Dü£»+^fc = 0,
$n+i - $*.       1

(5.2b)        t/-sweep: 2fcL* -^—-**■ - £l>» Z?»^*1 - 9%) = 0.
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